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There are many rock structures in the world that have, over the years, attracted the interest of
archaeologist, anthropologists and historians who have wanted to interpret their significance.
Throughout history these mysterious earthen and stone structures created by indigenous people
have fascinated many. Those who built them left no written accounts about their meaning or
purpose. The pyramids of Egypt, built to house the remains of their leaders, are well known and
have had extensive research studies done to determine their history, how they were constructed
and their purpose. The Stonehenge in Britain, dating back to 3100 BC, has also had extensive
archaeological studies done to
determine its purpose. Yet today,
multiple hypotheses are still being
presented by noted scientists who
tend to disagree about its purpose.
Traditionally Stonehenge has been
considered a ceremonial site related
to celestial events. Only recently has
it been determined that the
Stonehenge was also a burial place.
While the Stonehenge has attracted
most of the archaeological studies of
the ancient circular stone structures,
in nearby southern Ireland and along
Stonehenge
the eastern seaboard of Europe, there
are a far greater number of stone structures that date back further than Stonehenge. These
structures are known as megalithic tombs; court cairns, passage tombs, wedge tombs and portal
dolmens. Some are circular in construction like Stonehenge and others have large heavy stones
balanced on top of vertical stones. The purpose of most of these structures is a burial or
ceremonial place with a portal to the afterlife. Some are aligned so that there is an opening in the
structure to a solstice event, often the summer solstice.
If you have ever tried to move a large boulder in your yard, you cannot help but be amazed that
any of these monolithic sites came to be. Moving stones the size and weight of those that are
part of the pyramids, Stonehenge, passage tombs or dolmens without the aid of modern
equipment seems impossible. And yet, often far from any rock quarry sites, there they are.
Modern science has made it possible for us to have some idea of when the structures were made.
Often we know who erected them. But, how were these remarkable engineering feats done and

why? One cannot help but wonder about the mysteries surrounding them; therefore, they
continue to be the subject of multiple theories
The statues on Easter Island are yet another
set of stones that takes ones breath away. For
years people have questioned how these
gigantic heads had been carved and placed
on the land without mechanical help. To our
amazement, recent archaeological digs on
the island around the huge heads have
discovered that even larger portions of the
structures were buried in the earth. How did
an ancient society accomplish this? Adding
further to the mystery, in a recent article in
Indian County Today, author Alex Even,
stated that, “New findings from the journal,
Current Biology, indicate that Native
Americans had visited Easter Island before
Columbus sailed from the Americas”. The
study, published in November 2014, was
conducted by a team of geneticists from
Denmark. The scientists analyzed genetic
markers for 27 native Rapanui (Easter
Islanders) and found that 8 percent of their
Easter Island Statues
genetic admixture came from American
Indians. Additionally, the Easter Island Statue Project, an archaeological project which has been
underway for a number of years, has discovered human bones found throughout the dig,
indicating that people may have buried their dead around the statues.
The question as to where the people from the America’s came to visit Easter Island can be
answered by studying the Inca Indian people in Peru. Almost direct east of Easter Island was the
large complex of Inca history known as Cusco or Cuzco. The imperial city Cusco, meaning
‘navel of the earth,’ was laid out in the form of a puma, the animal that symbolized the Inca
dynasty. When the Spanish conquerors arrived in these lands, they marveled at the huge stone
archaeological structures in the Cusco city. Like Easter Island, explaining how these seemingly
uneducated peoples could have built such large rock structures of unimaginable grandeur was
beyond anyone’s thinking. Built with enormous carved limestone boulders, the structures at
Cusco are beyond understanding. There are no other walls like these and any Indian sites in the
world: not Stonehenge, not the Pyramids and not any other place on earth. The stones fit so
perfectly that no blade of grass or steel can slide between them and no mortar was used. The
biggest carved boulder in one of the wall weighs about 70 tons and like all of the other rocks was

brought from a quarry called Sisicancha about three miles away. At Cusco are three parallel
walls built in different levels with lime-stones of enormous sizes. Some authors believe that the
three walls represent the three levels of the Andean Religious World. According to historians, the
Cusco site was probably completed around the early 1500’s and they estimate it took a crew of
20,000 to 30,000 men working for 60 years.
Near the Cusco site is another important archaeological stone structure known as Moray. This
site contains consists of several enormous terraced circular depressions, the largest of which is
approximately 100 feet deep. Historians believe this site may have been used for agriculture
research. Because of the depth, design, and orientation with respect to wind and sun, a
temperature difference of as much as 30 degrees occurs between the top layer and the bottom.
This site may have also been a spiritual site.
In North America, Chaco Canyon in northwestern New Mexico had some of the largest stone
structures found. Around AD 900 massive stone buildings up to five stories high and with up to
700 rooms began to be created. These structures were a major center of culture for the Ancient
Pueblo Peoples. Their origin, purpose and construction have the same mysterious quality about
them as those from other areas of the world. Archeoastronomers are intrigued by the celestial
alignment of many of the buildings. Even though the canyon has been studied for decades
questions of who, how, and why continue to be asked.
In the mid-west and western states and as far north as Canada, rock structures known as
Medicine Wheels have been found. Some of them date back over 4,000 years. Most
archaeologists believe the Medicine Wheels were used for rituals and may also have been used
for observation or marking of celestial events. Each structure has enough unique characteristics
and qualities that archaeologists have had significant challenges in determining their actual
purpose. While not the same kind of engineering marvels found in other parts of the world, the
Medicine Wheels are, nevertheless, mysterious and fascinating in their own design and purpose.
One principal characteristic of indigenous stone structures in America and in Europe is their
circular nature. Black Elk, Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux said, “Everything the power of the
world does is done in a circle. The sky is round and I have heard that the Earth is round like a
ball and so are all the stars. The wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nests in
circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours. The sun comes forth and goes down again in a
circle. The moon does the same and both are round. Even the seasons form a great circle in their
changing and always come back again to where they were. The life of a man is a circle from
childhood-to-childhood, and so it is in everything where power moves. Our tipis were round like
the nests of birds, and these were always set in a circle, the nation’s hoop, a nest of many nests,
where the Great Spirit meant for us to hatch our children.”

Dr. H.C. Yarrow published an extensive study of Indian burial customs in a report from the
Smithsonian Institute; Bureau of Ethnology entitled A Further Contribution to the Study of
Mortuary Customs of the North American Indians in 1881. In his report, he discusses numerous
stone and other structures used by the Indians to bury their dead. Many of these structures are
also circular in form.
For us who live here, the smaller indigenous stone structures in and around Georgia are of great
interest. Who can resist the mysterious quality that surrounds them? Some of the more wellknown are the Rock Eagle and Rock Hawk in Putnam County, the Rock Structures of Fort
Mountain and the Track Rock Gap archaeological site in Union County. The Rock Eagle has
received its share of research attention. Although graves exist as part of the structure, there
continue to be uncertainties about this effigy mound. In addition to the four already listed, there
are a number of other stone structures, a bit more unfamiliar to the general public, that exist in
Georgia and surrounding states today. Some of these can still be found in Habersham and Taylor
Counties. The snake-like rock cairn structure in Big Canoe is fascinating, and slightly farther
away one can visit Judaculla Rock near Sylva NC.
,
In this series, we will explore what is known about these mysterious indigenous rocks and rock
structures. How did they relate to those who occupied these southern lands in times long ago?
And what purpose did they serve?
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Many of the major stone structures in the US have been dated to the Woodland/Mississippian
Cultural Periods or before. Those that date to the Historic Period (1500 AD to Present) may be
related to ceremonial or mortuary uses. All of these structures continue to be of great importance
to the Indians. Many Native Americans trace their heritage to these structures. In some cases, the
structure is part of their legendary or mythical tribal beginning. These are sacred sites and
anyone who visits them should treat them respect.
Legendary among the Cherokee,
Judaculla Rock, located in Cullowhee
NC, is one of the best known
archaeological sites in the Southeast.
Cherokee tradition links Judaculla,
their slant-eyed Master of the Game,
with the area around the Rock. Part of
the story is that at one time when
Judaculla, a giant, leaped down from
the mountain he left the two massive
footprints that are at the base of the
rock. The hunter chiefs and hunters
came annually to Judaculla’s Rock to
ask for permission to hunt on his land
and to ask for his help in assuring a
Judaculla Rock
successful hunt. Those who were
starting on a vision quest, also known as hunters, came to the area to ask Judaculla for spiritual
help. .
Judaculla Rock is on an old trail that linked the Cherokee townhouse at Cullowhee with
Judaculla’s spirit townhouse at Tanasee Bald. Tanasee Bald, also called Tennessee Bald, is in the
Great Balsam Mountains near the Blue Ridge Parkway in western North Carolina. At one time
there was another petroglyph boulder, called Track Rock, on the other side of Balsam Mountain
from Judaculla Rock. This boulder was on an old trail that linked Kanuga town, with its
townhouse mounds, to the spirit townhouses at Tanasee Bald. Cherokee tradition says that a
young warrior had to fast and dance in the earthly townhouse before he could visit the spirit
townhouse where he would find the Thunder people, Judaculla and his family.
Judaculla’s Rock measures about 240 square feet. The boulder is significant in that it contains
more petroglyphs than any other known boulder east of the Mississippi River. The densely

packed petroglyphs make it hard to count just how many there are. However, approximately
1,548 carved motifs have been identified. The rock is believed to date to somewhere between the
Middle Woodland and Late Mississippian periods. The meanings of the designs are not known
but it is possible that not only Judaculla Rock but other petroglyph boulders may be stylized
picture maps of the land around them. The hands-on conservation and management of Judaculla
Rock has made the site an example of how Rock Art sites in other areas can be preserved,
interpreted and shown to the visiting public for generations to come. The viewing platform and
interpretive panels help visitors understand the history of the rock.
In Georgia, an important petroglyph site Track Rock Gap, not to be confused with the NC Track
Rock, lies between Thunderstruck Mountain and Buzzard’s Roost Ridge in Union County. Since
it is on public land, the Forest Service is working closely with the Creek and Cherokee Tribal
leaders to protect this sacred ceremonial site. The Cherokee called the area the “Painted Place” or
the “Place where there are tracks.” Their tradition has several stories about the origins of the
more than one hundred petroglyphs that are scattered on the eight boulders. The glyphs include
cup shaped depressions, stick figures, concentric rings, more than one cross-in-a-circle images,
human and animal footprints, and bird tracks.
One legend says that the parents-in-law of Judaculla made the tracks on the rocks as they were
going up to Judaculla’s mountain top home near Brasstown Bald. Some Cherokee say that as
they rested in the gap area, hunters, both literal and spiritual, created the pictures. There are two
flood stories connected to the rocks. One says that while the earth was young and still soft, after
the flood, the birds and animals, fleeing from an unknown danger from the west, made the tracks.
In the other, all people and animals were destroyed by the great flood except for one family and
the various animals needed to renew the earth. Their canoe came to rest at Track Rock and the
tracks were made as they all left the canoe. Another tale is that a battle occurred between the
Creeks and the Cherokees and that the carvings were made to mark that event. It has been said
that it always rains if anyone who feels sympathy for the dead visits the rock. A more recent
tradition claims that the land around Track Rock was the sanctuary for the Great Spirit. He was
upset if people came near and commanded that there be thunder and lightning accompanied with
downpours of rain.
Track Rock Gap road follows very closely the ancient trail that the Native Americans travelled
from the valley to the mountain top. This makes it easy to take a road trip to see the rock from
which the gap takes its name. In 2011, public access to the site was redone. Now, there are
several interpretive panels and an historical marker. The best times to visit are early or late in the
day as bright sunshine makes it hard to see the glyphs.
In Cherokee lore, petroglyphs often represent an in-between state, a doorway into the dangerous
domain of the spirit beings. The tracks show that spirit beings have been there in the past, that
they may still be hanging around, or that they might return at any time in the future. Other, less
well known petroglyph boulders, spiritual portals, have also been documented along old trails.

These boulders connected settlements in the valley with prominent mountain tops where the
spirits lived. These trails tied together the summer-time agricultural activities in the valleys with
the fall and winter hunting in the foothills and mountains.
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Probably the best known rock structures created by indigenous peoples in Georgia are the Rock
Eagle and Rock Hawk effigy mounds in Putnam County. Scientists estimate these rock structures
were created in the Woodland Indian period 1,000 to 3,000 years ago. Some historical accounts
list these two effigy mounds as being the only two that exist east of the Mississippi River.
However, the state of Wisconsin has hundreds of mounds, both earthen and rock, and many of
these are in the form of animals
The creation of these rather
large structures makes one
contemplate the why and how
they were created. In 1895
Millard George wrote an article
in the Atlanta Constitution on
the Rock Eagle and named it
Spread Eagle. The article,
"Spread Eagle" A Monumental
Curiosity of Middle Georgia An Indian Story“ stated that this
imposing structure was erected
to represent a huge bird, lying
upon its back, with its wings and
Rock Eagle
tail spread out - hence its name
"Spread Eagle." He further stated that, “The representation is built entirely of small stones, the
largest not exceeding ten pounds in weight, and constructed with such systematic precision that
an architect of no mean skill must have superintended the period of its erection.” In his article, he
opined that due to the scarcity of stones in the vicinity, it must have taken years between the
beginning and completion of the work. He went on to say that a geologist writing of this same
curiosity said, “He estimated that it would have taken 300 men at constant daily labor, at least
three years to gather and arrange the stones that form this monument.” There is no historical
information of how long it took to build Rock Eagle but if it took 300 men laboring over three
years to build it, what would it have taken to build the Great Serpent Mound which is found in
southern Ohio. This earthen mound is in the shape of a 1,348 foot snake, another animal often
used in ancient rock and earthen structure. One can only image the leadership, authority or
perhaps slavery that existed at the time these structures were created. Like the Egyptian
Pyramids, they probably were built by forced labor. How the leaders convinced the people of

that time that it was important for them to offer their labor as part of a larger group of workers is
beyond imagining.
Archaeological evidence unearthed at these sites has shown that many of these structures had a
ceremonial of mortuary purpose or both. Cremated remains were found at the Rock Eagle when
it was excavated. The Rock Hawk structure is in much poorer shape than the Rock Eagle
structure and so assessment of it is very limited. The Rock Eagle structure on the other hand is
probably near its original configuration. The structure is 102 feet long from the beak to the tail
feathers and 120 feet wide. The head of the eagle points due east. The structure is located on a
ridge and is on an old Indian Trail that surveyors, in 1805, recorded as going directly to the site.
The Rock Hawk structure is located a little over 13 miles ESE from the Rock Eagle. Although
the Rock Eagle and Rock Hawk are Woodland Period structures, the Cherokee and Creek
Indians who occupied the lands after the Woodland Indians had great reverence for these
structures. Lamar Marshall, in surveying some Cherokee Indian Trails in GA, discovered a bird
symbol carved on a tree that appears to be similar to the Rock Eagle effigy mound. Several rock
eagle effigy structures have also been discovered in Wisconsin.
A similar, yet less defined, rock structure in Georgia that may be related to the Rock Eagle and
Rock Hawk is the 885 foot long Fort Mountain Rock Wall in Murray County, GA. Many
researchers believe that this structure was built during the Woodland Indian Period. Some say it
may have been built later. Because of the ill-defined, although apparently serpentine shape,
multiple speculations have been put forth as to its purpose. Most of the speculation is based on
legends with little historical evidence to back up the claims. One claims that it is a remnant of a
stone fort built by the legendary Welsh explorer known as Madoc. Madoc and his group have
been credited with building throughout the present day United States. The wall has also been
related to the "moon-eyed people" of Cherokee lore. It may have had a ceremonial purpose but
nothing has been found at the site that supports this conclusion.
In Middle Georgia, Merriwether and Taylor Counties are on the west bank of the Flint River
directly across from Upson and Crawford Counties. This was Creek Indian country but it has
been occupied by Indigenous peoples for thousands of years based on archaeological evidence.
The most importance site in this locale is The Cove in Merriwether County. The Cove, ringed
by mountains, has been authenticated as a meteorite impact zone. Several Native American
Tribes have inhabited the space over the centuries and an almost unbelievable numbers of Native
American artifacts have been found there. Within the boundary of these four counties are
numerous stone structures whose purpose was most likely of a ceremonial purpose but could also
be related to burial of the dead.
One of these sites is located in Taylor County on the highest hill above the Flint River. This
stone structure is formed with stones only one stone high 70 feet in diameter. Tangentially
connected to the stone circle is a stacked stone altar described by an 80 year old gentleman who
visited the site as boy. He reported that the rectangular altar was surrounded with a stone wall

several feet high. As with other stone structures, there was no supply of stones nearby so they
had to have been brought from the Flint River three miles away. Across the river from this
location is another site that maybe a solstice ceremonial site in a small valley where rock
structures are stair stepped down slope on each side of the valley and aligned in an East – West
orientation.
Circular stone structures were important to most Indians tribes and many of these structures have
been found. For example Clifford Duncan, Northern Ute elder said "One common ingredient in
many ceremonies was stones laid upon the ground in a circle. Past ritual sites with stone circles
can be found throughout original Ute homelands. These stone circles are individual ritual sites
and are still considered sacred today. They were not used in a uniform, structured manner. Each
medicine man or spiritual person had his own ritual. Generally, the circles were used for rituals
benefiting the immediate family or band. Rituals were conducted in relationship with nature and
the universe—connecting everything with the supreme intelligence of the creator. The stones
may have been used by the Medicine Man for contacting the spirit within, to draw a particular
animal spirit to the ritual, as a boundary to keep out evil spirits, or perhaps as a marker of the
site"
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Probably two of the most important stone structures to the Indians were reportedly located in
Georgia and Alabama. Unfortunately, these structures were destroyed by pioneers or those that
followed who moved in to where the structures were located. Even though destroyed, written
accounts of these structures do exist. Both of these structures may have dated back to the
Woodland Period however, they were as important to the Historic Period Indians as they were to
the those a thousand years before.
James Wilson wrote a manuscript in 1784 entitled “The Early History of Jackson County, GA”
but it was not published until 1914 when W.E. White published this import historical account of
the early days when Jackson County was formed from ceded Indian lands. Wilson states in his
book that two men, Jordan Clark and Jacob Bankston came to Wilkes County, GA in 1784 where
they met a band of Choctaw Indians who told them of a strange old camping-ground which they
called Yamacutah. They said, “It was a place where the Great Spirit once lived and that since his
disappearance Indians sometimes went to the place to walk the paths which God once trod.” The
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two men were told by the Choctaws that this place was located two days journey up river on the
Oconee River to where Jackson County is located today.
Clark and Bankston traveled to the banks of the Oconee River near a series of small shoals,
which they immediately recognized as Yamacutah. There they discovered a curious upright
statue a little over four feet high. Wilson described their reported finding: “The statue was made
of a soft talcose rock, 13 inches square at the bottom; but the top, from the shoulders up, was a
fair representation of the human figure. The shoulders were rudimentary, but the head was well
formed. The neck was unduly long and slender. The chin and forehead were retreating. The eyes
were finely executed, and looked anxiously to the east. It stood at the center of an earth mound
seventeen feet in circumference and six feet high. Around it were many other mysteries which
will never be fully explained.”
He went on to say, “Four paths, doubtless the ones the Choctaws mentioned, led, with
mathematical precision, from the base of the mound to the cardinal points of the compass.
Though it seemed that no other part of the forest had been trodden by human feet, these paths
were as smooth and
clean as a parlor floor.”
The site found by Clark
and Bankston was
described as having the
statue in the center of
an exact circle about
one hundred and fifty
yards in diameter. The
circumference of the
circle was marked by
holes in the ground
three feet apart with the
holes at the ends of the
cardinal direction paths
being larger. Inside the
circle were stone altars
of varying dimensions.
At the ends of the four
cardinal paths were odd
stone structures. Wilson
reported Clark and
Bankston description of
these stones, “as being a
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single triangular stone at the end of the north path; five square stones and four steps at the end of
the east path; four stones and three steps on the west path; and three stones and two steps to the
south. Upon the upper surface of all the stones except that at the north the effect of fire was
plainly visible and doubtless had been used for sacrificial purposes.”
For the Cherokee and Creeks Indians and possibly other tribes, the area of Yamaeutah was
considered Holy Ground. Wilson stated that, “By mutual consent of all the tribes the life of
neither beast or bird, nor any living thing, should ever perish there. It was ever to be a place of
refuge and never to have upon it the stain of blood.” Today, no part of this most sacred site can
be found most likely destroyed by settlers who moved in after the Indians ceded the land.
However, near the site in Jackson County is a small lake whose name is Yamacutah.
The second important spiritual place to the Indians in the southeast was in Randolph County,
AL, on Wedowee Creek. Like Yamacutah, it may have had a name known to the Indians but
there is no written history that can be found that provides that information. The information on
this site was originally reported in Alabama’s Tapestry of Historic Places published in 1978 by
the Alabama Historical Commission. Further amplifying information was reported by author
Don East in a written account published by him. The site was described by the Alabama History
Commission as being “a circular stone structure, two to three feet high with two entrances, east
and west as well as a line of stone pillars one mile long, two feet high and one hundred yards
apart extending in a northerly direction.” The description of the site in Alabama’s Tapestry of
Historic Places does not provide any details on its overall size, however; Don East’s description
fills in that information. He stated that when he was growing up in Elias, Alabama his great
grandfather James Ira Nail, a Creek Indian, often told him old family stories in the tradition of
Indian oral history. One of those stories was about an old Indian stone fort nearby in Randolph
County, AL. When Don left the Navy in 1992, he had time to finally start tracking down some of
the places his grandfather talked about.
He found the property where the “old stone fort” was located and spoke to the farmer who owed
the property. Unfortunately, the farmer told him “he had grown tired of trespassers going on his
property to the old structure and digging for artifacts, so he took his bulldozer and pushed the
structure up into a big pile of rocks!” The farmer did however describe the structure to Don as
being, “a circular wall of stones about 3 feet high and had an inside area of about 10 acres.” A
circular area containing ten acres would have a diameter of about 800 feet which seems very
large. It is more likely the structure was similar in size to that of Yamacutah. The farmer went on
to say, “There were Indian graves inside the structure, and that was why trespassers were always
digging there. He said he had always heard that the structure was used for Indian ceremonies.”
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The stones structures described in Part 4 were circular in formation and had a ceremonial or
mortuary purpose. Other stone structures of Indigenous construction are sometimes found that
are not circular or not even of a formation but rather of some singular rock formation.
In Habersham County, GA, a stone structure was discovered many years ago on a mountain in
that county near a major Indian Trail Trading Path. This structure was built in a stacked stone
formation with walls several feet high but it was oval in shape and not circular. Most of this
structure like the others is now gone. Some of the locals say that folks came up the mountain to
collect the stones to be used for house foundations. Near the rock site is a graveyard but the
origin of the graves is not known. No written account of this site’s purpose can be found but it is
near some Cherokee villages that existed nearby in the early 1700’s. It is likely it had a
ceremonial purpose.
Another stone structure also not circular is the Old Stone Fort in Coffee County, TN. This
structure has stacked stone walls 4-6 feet high and archaeologists date it to the Middle Woodland
Period from around 30- 430 AD. Its purpose is considered to be ceremonial. No graves were
found within the stone walls.
A number of singular rock structures have important spiritual significance and can be as
important to the Indigenous people and the circular structures. Allen Rock, also known as Turtle
or Indian rock is located in Habersham County, GA. The rock is a small turtle-shaped boulder. It
is located on a trail that connects the Cherokee village of Sakwi’yl’ town with the spirit
townhouses at Hickorynut Mountain, behind Tallulah Fall. The Thunder people and their
gatekeepers, a snake and a turtle, also lived in these spirit townhouses. Legends said the Indians
considered the Tallulah Falls area sacred and believed it to be a very spiritual place.
In nearby Cherokee County the Reinhardt Rock, a massive 11 foot long by 4 foot wide
petroglyph, was found and later donated to Reinhardt University by the Cline family in 1940. It
was found many years ago in the Hickory Log area of Cherokee County, now the Walmart site at
exit 20 on I-575. Hickory Log is the area where the Hickory Log Cherokee village was located
on the Etowah River. The rock can now be seen at the Funk Heritage Center, Waleska, GA in the
Hall of the Ancients. It was part of three slabs. The other two slabs were destroyed by people
who mistakenly believed that the Indians buried their gold under petroglyph rocks. Interestingly,
while the meanings of the designs carved into the boulder are unknown, studies have shown that
the Reinhardt Rock with its concentric circles is strikingly similar to petroglyph boulders from

early Iron Age Ireland. Adding more mystery to the discussion, a National Geographic
televisions program stated that the use of concentric circles were symbols of Bronze Age Spain.
Alan Cressler of the United States Geological Service has been exploring GA for petroglyphs
sites. One site he found on Shoal Creek in Cherokee County west of Waleska, contains rock
petroglyphs similar to those of the Reinhardt Rock. He has found other rocks with the circular
petroglyphs in GA as well.
Visitors to the University of Georgia can see two boulders that were moved there from Forsyth
County in the 1960’s. One is located next to the Museum of Art. The other is in an enclosed
garden at the School of Law. Originally they were located near Cumming. They have concentric
circles, stick figures, and cupules on them. Archaeologists believe that they were made by the
ancestors of the Creek and Cherokee Indians during the Late Woodland period. Some of the
petroglyphs on these rocks are very similar to those on Track Rock in Union County. How they
all relate to the Indians and their
ceremonial and spiritual ways of life
is unknown but is one more part of
the mystery of the rock structures.
Rock
Cairns,
individual
rock
formations, are found across the US.
S.P. Langley wrote in the Nineteenth
Annual Report to the Director of the
Bureau of American Ethnology, 1898
that, “Stone cairns were formerly very
common along the trails throughout
the Cherokee country, but are now
almost gone, having been demolished
by treasure hunters after the
occupation of the country by the
whites. They were usually sepulchral
Rock Cairns
monuments built of large stones piled
loosely together sometimes 6 feet or more, with a corresponding circumference.” Some rock
cairns were used for burial with the person sitting up facing east. It was common among the
Indians that every passer-by was accustomed to add a stone to the heap. In Georgia, rock cairns
have been found with several in an alignment, some in square patters and some singular. In Big
Canoe, GA there is a string of rock cairns in the shape of a snake. If one aligns the western most
cairn with the eastern most cairn and measures the angle, the line points directly to the place
where there was a small Cherokee village.
Stone cairns are also reported to exist in the area of Merriwether and Harris Counties. A hike
along the Creek Trail in Theodore Roosevelt Park offers one a chance to see a row of stone

cairns as well as some stone walls. Tourist literature suggests that they are burial site for
important Creek Indian Chiefs. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, this may be true but will
require extensive study to prove these are graves. Across the Flint River to the east of this
location is another site with a number of what appear to be rock cairns which have been greatly
disturbed. A planned effort is scheduled for later this year to determine if these are graves sites.
Other singular rock formations
have been found in Georgia
that may have been carved by
Indians for some specific
purpose. One of these is the
Owl Rock located near
Cambellton in Fulton County.
Lastly, there are a large
number of natural rock
formations that are considered
spiritual to the Indians. One of
these, the Cherokee Rock
Village, is located near
Owl Rock
Centre, in Cherokee County,
AL. This area has been home
to Native Americans almost
continually from 8000 BC
until 1838 when the Indians
were forcibly removed. So
named
because
one
outcropping of enormous
boulders resembles a cluster
of houses, the village is
believed to have been of
religious or ceremonial
importance to a succession
of Indians tribes that
inhabited the area. Today a
200 acre public park
Cherokee Rock Village
surrounds the site. Not
surprisingly, with boulders over 200 feet tall, it is a climbing paradise. Rock climbers from
across the world are drawn here. For the less adventurous, there are caves; a maze of passages;
many smaller stone formations; hiking, biking, and horse trails; picnic areas; primitive
campsites; bird watching; and spectacular scenery. The site lies along an old Indian trail and

many say that when walking among the rock formations they can still feel the presence of the
Indians there.

